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1FRAME

In FRAME by Note Design Studio, nature’s rich and varied 
color scheme brings warmth and vitality to a tactile, oak-led 
kitchen design. Taking in multiple viewpoints from the studio’s 
16 designers and architects, the solution fuses these creative 
perspectives together in sturdy wood panels and robust wood 
for the lasting storage of your essential everyday items.   

FRAME lets time-honored Scandinavian design meet Note’s 
renowned, contemporary creativity for an updated take on the 
classic kitchen that merges the clean lines of the north with  
a warm and tactile, human-centered approach. In simpler terms, 
FRAME by Note Design Studio puts people at its center – and  
it makes you want to reach out and touch wood. 



3NOTE DESIGN STUDIO

Note is a Stockholm-based studio of design founded in 2008 
working within the fields of architecture, interiors, products, 
graphic design and design strategy.

To Note, creativity is about searching for what is missing, to 
constantly realign thoughts and expressions to find that moment 
of insight when everything clicks. They collaborate intensely, 
with personal passion and their design disciplines – interior, 
product, graphic, architecture, and strategies – to share their 
insights with the world.
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Fronts in dark oak / White Dekton countertop. 
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Fronts in dark oak / Handles in stainless steel / White Dekton countertop.
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Skal der greb på? 
evt fjern blomst

Fronts in dark oak / Handles in stainless steel / Countertop in Bianco Carrara.



Painted fronts in light blue / Corian countertop
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Painted fronts in white / Countertop in Corian Fossil.
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Painted fronts in light blue / Handles in brass / Countertop in Corian Fossil.



Fronts in dark oak / Handles in brass.
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FRONTS 
The fronts come in three variants: two painted versions, available in a timeless 
shade of white and an inviting light-blue color. The third variant comes in Dark 
Oak with a vibrant, natural finish. 

HANDLES
The handles come in brass and stainless steel; two durable and classic,  
high-quality materials. 

COUNTERTOPS 
The countertop is made from Corian, a dynamic and versatile material with an 
undulating color spectrum inspired by nature. 

For more specifications please take a look at the FRAME product fact sheet.

Please note that some products may have been discontinued.  
This catalogue has been printed on FSC certified paper.
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